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a b s t r a c t 

Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) have been successfully applied in many computer vision appli- 

cations [1] , especially in image classification tasks, where most of the structures have been designed 

manually. With the aid of skip connection and dense connection, the depths of the models are becom- 

ing “deeper” and the filters of layers are getting “wider” in order to tackle the challenge of large-scale 

datasets. However, large-scale models in convolutional layers become inefficient due to the redundant 

channels from input feature maps. In this paper, we aim to automatically optimize the topology of the 

DenseNet, in which unnecessary convolutional kernels are reduced. To achieve this, we present a training 

pipeline that generates the network structure using a genetic algorithm. We first propose two encoding 

methods that can represent the structure of the model using a fixed-length binary string. A three-step 

based evolutionary process consisting of selection, crossover, and mutation is proposed to optimize the 

structure. We also present a pretrained weight inheritance method which can largely reduce the total 

time consumption of the genetic process. Experimental results have demonstrated that our proposed 

model can achieve comparable accuracy to the state-of-the-art models, across a wide range of image 

recognition and classification datasets, whilst significantly reducing the number of parameters. 

© 2020 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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. Introduction 

Visual object classification is a fundamental task for a wide

ange of applications. Traditional algorithms mostly conduct clas-

ification tasks in two steps: extraction of hand-crafted features,

nd classification using a particular classifier [2] . Those manually

esigned features only work well in specific applications, with rel-

tively small data, and may fail once transferred to a new applica-

ion, or a much large dataset. In recent years, Convolutional Neural

etworks (CNNs) have become the dominant computer vision ap-

roach in image classification. Compared with the two-step tradi-

ional classification pipeline, CNN completes the task using an end-

o-end method. The way of self-feature generation improves the

obustness of CNN, producing the state-of-the-art results in many

pplications [3–5] . 
∗ Corresponding author. 
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To yield higher level feature maps, the number of convolu-

ional layers of the state-of-the-art CNN has increased genera-

ion by generation [3,6] . More recently, Residual Network (ResNet)

7] and Densely Connected Convolutional Networks (DenseNet)

8] have expanded this number to more than 100 layers. How- 

ver, the channels in the inputs of a layer may be redundant. In

9] , Veit et al. have found that the deep residual network performs

s a combination of several shallow networks. The heat map of

enseNet (shown in Fig. 1 ) demonstrates the same effect: not all

hannels in the concatenated input feature maps are essential for

he classification tasks. Only a few channels are weighted with a

elatively high value and the rest are depressed. The redundant in-

ormation from these low significance inputs will not only impede

he prediction accuracy, but also cause a waste of computational

esource. 

In this paper, we aim to develop a robust approach to achieve

 good trade-off between the efficiency and accuracy by selecting

ey channels from the inputs. The whole structure is self-generated

ithout manual interference. Generating the model from scratch

ithout constraints [10–12] would involve a huge amount of com-

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.patcog.2020.107608
http://www.ScienceDirect.com
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/patcog
http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1016/j.patcog.2020.107608&domain=pdf
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Fig. 1. The average absolute filter weights of convolutional layers in DenseNet40 ( G = 12 ), trained on the CIFAR-10 dataset. The color patch ( s, t ) denotes the average L1 

normalized (by number of input depth) weights in the layer “t ” which takes input from the layer “s ” in the same block. The last column of each block denotes the transition 

layer for the first two blocks and the fully connected layer for the last block, respectively. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is 

referred to the web version of this article.) 
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putational cost, and the generated model could easily suffer from

overfitting. Thus, we constrain the framework of the model, which

is learnt using state-of-the-art CNN models, as the “prior knowl-

edge” of the model. Finding the best one by enumerating all the

combinations is impractical, because the number of permutations

increases exponentially with the number of layers. Rather than a

full search of all the combinations, a more effective solution is

to optimize the structure using neural architecture search (NAS),

which may be based on an evolutionary algorithm (EA) [10,13] , re-

inforcement learning (RL) [12,14] , gradient descent [15] , or other

methods [16] . For the existing approaches, there exist the follow-

ing drawbacks: 

i. High computational complexity and cost : For neural evolu-

tion methods [10,13,17] , denote the number of populations as

I and the number of the generation as N G , the whole training

procedure will be required to train I × N G individuals. In or-

der to achieve a higher performance, the values of both I and

N G should be sufficiently large. In [10] , experiments were con-

ducted on about 250 high-end computers. A similar limitation

also exists in the reinforcement learning and gradient descent

based method. The “discover” process also consumes a huge

amount of computational resources. In [11] , which adopts re-

inforcement learning, about 10 Graphic Processing Units (GPUs)

are deployed. 

ii. More hyperparameters are required to control the searching

process; 

ii. The learnt architectures are not robust , i.e. architectures ob-

tained by EA perform well on the datasets they are trained on,

but perform poorly on the new datasets. 

To tackle these challenges, in this paper, an improved pipeline is

proposed for training, in which the Genetic algorithm (GA) is em-

ployed to optimize the self-generated model. As we focus mainly

on reducing the computational cost, we apply a binary encoding

method to represent the structure of the model in a binary string,

where “1” and “0” indicates whether the feature is allowed to pass

into a layer or not. Three GA operations, selection, crossover and

mutation, are employed to evolve the structure. After conducting

the selection on each generation, poorly-performing structures are

discarded. We measure the performance of the model by evaluat-

ing the accuracy on a validation/test dataset. 

To improve the training efficiency, a variable-inheritance-fine-

tune training method is proposed. Following the experimental set-

tings in [10] , instead of training each “individual” from scratch, we

apply “variable inheritance” to reduce computational cost on each

“individual”. This means that a reused kernel will be reinitialized

using the values obtained from training on the previous generation

rather than randomly generated from a Gaussian distribution. We

utilize the structure of the DenseNet as our baseline framework.
ompared with the baseline, our model can reduce the number of

arameters by up to 30% whilst maintaining the same accuracy.

lthough the GA procedure is mainly conducted on the CIFAR-

0 dataset [18] , the model produced also performs well on other

atasets and is easily transferred onto large-scale datasets. The ex-

eriments can be conducted on a single GTX1080Ti GPU hence the

odel is very portable and affordable. 

Contributions . the main contributions of this paper can be

ummarized as follows: 

i. Based on the DenseNet, an effective GA training pipeline is pro-

posed to select the key input channels of the convolution layers

automatically; 

ii. Under limited computational resources, mechanisms are pro-

posed to optimize the GA process by applying ’weight inheri-

tance’ to reduce the total computational cost without degrading

the training or testing accuracy of the models; 

ii. The self-generated model structure can reduce the number of

parameters by up to 30% while achieving a similar accuracy as

the baseline with a significantly reduced computation time; 

iv. Experiments show that our self-generated model structure per-

forms well not only on the trained dataset, but also on un-

trained datasets. Even when the structure is generated using

a small-size dataset, it was found to work well on large-scale

image datasets. 

The remaining parts of this paper are organized as follows.

ection 2 gives a brief introduction to the related work. The de-

ign of the GA training pipeline and the experimental results are

etailed in Section 3 and Section 4 , respectively. Finally, some con-

luding remarks are given in Section 5 . 

. Related work 

Balancing the computational efficiency and the accuracy is a

ritical task in designing a convolutional neural network, as it can

elp to reduce the computational cost and facilitate more portable

mplementations i.e. on mobile or low power devices [19–21] . Two

ossible optimization approaches include: i) Optimizing the con-

ection method between layers [7,8] ; and ii) Optimizing the convo-

utional paradigm, e.g. the kernel size [6] , and the activation func-

ion [22] . These two categories of methods can be conducted both

y manual design and self-generation. Manual-design-based meth-

ds are more robust but require several attempts to achieve the

est solution. Self-learning-based methods, on the other hand, can

ptimize the model architecture but may suffer from overfitting. 

.1. Manually designed CNN architectures 

Manually designed CNN achieved great early success firstly on

he MNIST dataset [3] . After that, AlexNet [4] was proposed for
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arge-scale practical image classification, where the state-of-the-art

esults were reported on the ILSVRC 2012 classification dataset [5] .

owever, a large CNN kernel size is inefficient, causing huge com-

utational cost. To tackle this drawback, in VGG [6] , only 3-by-3

nd 1-by-1 convolutional kernels were applied, producing a deeper

etwork with higher accuracy. Moreover, the computational cost

an be largely reduced by using binary kernels [23] and regular-

zation methods [24] . 

Batch normalization [22] reshapes the distribution of the input,

hich significantly improves the training efficiency. With increas-

ng numbers of layers, the issue of gradient vanishing or gradi-

nt exploding emerges, where the weights of the network strug-

le to converge. To ease this training difficulty, the Residual Net-

ork (ResNet) [7] was proposed to allow groups of layers of the

etwork to learn the difference between the input and the out-

ut rather than the input-to-output transformation for each layer.

his has significantly reduced the total number of the parameters

nd allowed the number of layers to be extended to over 100.

owever, it is found that there are many redundant layers in the

esNet [9,25] . To further improve the efficiency of the information

ransformation, in Huang et al. [8] , a dense connection strategy,

enseNet, is proposed to connect the outputs of all formal layers

s the input of the following layer rather than sum all outputs in

he ResNet. A comparable accuracy to the ImageNet was achieved

hile the number of parameters was reduced to 1/3 of the orig-

nal ResNet. However, there still exist many unnecessary layers in

he DenseNet, leaving potential for further optimization. 

.2. Neural evolution methods 

To simulate the genotype-based evolution process of the nature,

volutionary algorithms (EAs) are proposed to optimize a model

y encoding it to a binary string or even a string of integers or

oating-point numbers. In [26] , the network architecture evolved

sing the Neuro Evolution of Augmenting Topologies (NEAT) algo-

ithm, in which the connection or disconnection between nodes

as evolved through mutation. 

When introducing the backpropagation algorithms for optimiz-

ng the weights of the neural networks, it becomes unnecessary to

rain such weights using an EA. This is because backpropagation al-

orithms help to converge the weights to the local minimum more

asily and quickly. In order to gain the benefit of both the back-

ropagation and EAs, one strategy is to combine them [27] , where

hey can be used to simultaneously train the weights of the neu-

al network and optimize the architecture. Although these meth-

ds achieve comparable results to manually designed CNN models,

hey can only optimize the coding method and the training effi-

iency rather than the scale of the whole model. This has led to

heir models being too small to cope with large-scale image classi-

cation tasks. More recently, the scale of the model has been con-

idered in the network architecture [10,13,17] that evolves the pro-

ess to design the optimized architecture from scratch achieving

omparable results on the CIFAR-10 dataset [18] . 

.3. Neural architecture search (NAS) 

Neural Architecture Search (NAS) is a process of automatic ar-

hitecture engineering. In image classification, NAS methods have

utperformed most of manually designed models. In this paper,

wo widely used NAS approach, gradient based NAS and the re-

nforcement learning based NAS, will be briefed. Other meth-

ds such as Bayesian Optimization (BO), pruning based, and meta-

earning, as introduced in [16] , will not be covered here, due to

heir inefficiency or low performance [15] . 
.3.1. Reinforcement learning NAS 

In [12] , reinforcement learning was used to generate a fixed

ength structure of a CNN layer by layer. Furthermore, the addi-

ion or removal of identical connections is also considered, which

elps the model achieve state-of-the-art results. A similar training

ramework was utilized in [11] , where Q-learning was applied to

xplore the structure of the model in each layer. Instead of train-

ng with a fixed length of “Gene string”, the number of the layers

as determined within the reinforcement learning itself. Mobile

AS (MNAS) [14] proposed a factorized hierarchical search space to

alance the flexibility and the size of the search space, which was

pplied for light-weight network generation. To reduce the scale of

he network, Facebook-Berkeley-Nets (FBNets) [28] utilized a layer-

ise search space to specify the type of blocks for each layer. 

.3.2. Gradient NAS 

Instead of searching the structure via an “agent”, gradient NAS

ptimizes the structure using gradient descent. A differentiable

AS method (DARTS) was proposed in [15] , which was applied

n both convolutional and recurrent networks. To increase the

omputational efficiency, stochastic NAS (SNAS) [29] replaced the

eedback mechanism with more efficient gradient feedback from

eneric loss. 

.4. Training strategy of evolution based CNN 

To optimize the architecture of the CNN, each network model

s considered as an “individual” and its fitness value is measured

y using the classification accuracy on the validation datasets

10,13,17] . After the mutation and crossover (excluding [10] , which

eplaces the crossover by computing a huge number of combina-

ions), the model is retrained to determine the fitness value indi-

idually. Each new individual can be either fully trained i.e. trained

00 epochs on the CIFAR-10 dataset [10,13,17] or partially trained

30] i.e. 5 epochs on the same dataset. In comparison to the fully

rained approach, partial training improves the training efficiency

ut suffers from overestimation or under estimation caused by ran-

om initialization from a Gaussian distribution. In Real et al. [10] , it

s found that an alternative training strategy inherits benefits from

oth fully and partial training, where each “individual” is partially

rained after structure evolution from the full training. If a variable

s reused, its value will be taken from the last generation instead

f being reinitialized from scratch. 

Similar works have been conducted in [10] and [13] . However, a

arge search space makes both methods hard to be optimized un-

er limited computational resources. The search space of the pro-

osed method is the input channels of each layer, while in [10] and

13] the search space is the connection method between different

ayers. Even the elements of a layer are also considered in [13] .

o improve the training speed and reduce the computational cost,

e do not discard the crossover step as used in [10] . Experimental

esults in Section 4 show that, by using crossover, the total com-

utational cost can be dramatically reduced whilst maintaining the

est accuracy. The original weight inheritance method [10] which is

ptimized for the residual structure, is not fit for the densely con-

ected structure. As a result, we propose a new pretrained weight

nheritance method to initialize the weights of the model, which is

ore suitable for densely connected structures. 

. The proposed algorithm 

In this section, a detailed description of the proposed approach

s presented which discusses how a GA-based method can be

sed to remove the redundant convolutional kernels. Training from

cratch without any constraints is infeasible. Even with very few

onstraints, the training process can be significantly speeded up
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whilst reducing the risk of overfitting to the referenced dataset

(“referenced dataset” refers to the dataset where each “individual”

is trained). To this end, we borrow from the frameworks of manu-

ally designed models to constrain the model architecture. 

Specifically, our model is based on two state-of-the-art archi-

tectures, the ResNet and the DenseNet styles with skip-connect in-

puts between different layers with dense connection. More details

of the constraints are discussed in Section 3.1 . As the GA is applied

to evolve the architecture of the model, in Section 3.2 , two binary

coding methods are proposed based on previous works [10,13] :

channel coding and layer coding. In Section 3.3 , a simple but ef-

ficient genetic process is detailed, which consists of the selection,

crossover and mutation operations. 

To improve the training efficiency without degrading the model

performance, in Section 3.4 we propose: 1). a partial-training and

fine-tuning strategy to obtain the fitness value of the evolved

structure and 2). a pretrained weight inheritance strategy to ini-

tialize the weights of the model, which is more suitable for densely

connected structures and easy to implement. 

3.1. Pre-defined elements of the model 

In [10,12,30] , it is suggested that the architecture of a model

generated from scratch with very few constraints is more efficient

than manually designed model, because of the benefit brought

by mutation. However, the self-generated structure paradigm may

be less robust than manually designed methods [10,18] . On the

other hand, generating a model without constraints consumes a

huge amount of computational resources [10,12] . As a result, in

this paper, to increase the robustness while reducing the computa-

tional cost, we pre-define the following constraints by taking some

manually-designed structures [7,8,25] as the “prior” of our model: 

i. Similar to the ResNet and DenseNet, the network will be split

into N blocks, in which the feature sizes of layers within each

block are the same. Its width and height will be halved by a

“transmission layer” [8] before passing to the next block. 

ii. A “transmission layer” consists of 1) a 1-by-1 convolutional

layer for fusing all channels and 2) a 2-by-2 mean pooling layer

for down-sampling the feature maps. The depth of the output

of a transmission layer will either remain the same or be halved

depending on the structure of a “convolutional layer”. This al-

lows consistent comparisons with other approaches. Therefore,

if a convolutional layer contains only one 3-by-3 kernel fol-

lowed by a batch normalization (BN) layer [22] and a ReLU

layer, the depth remains the same. If a convolutional layer con-

tains two convolutional sublayers, one with a 1-by-1 kernel

and the other with a 3-by-3 kernel (both with BN-ReLU before

each convolution as well), known as the “bottleneck structure”,

the depth will be halved. We label the “compressed-bottleneck

structure” as BC, and only the BC structure will be used after

the architecture is generated. 

ii. The channel number of the convolution layer is unchanged in

each block, denoted as “growth rate” G [8] . 

iv. The number of layers in each block is fixed during the training.

v. The skip-connection is allowed. Features from different layers

will be processed by concatenation [8] instead of addition [7] . 

3.2. Coding method 

To improve the training efficiency and attain a comparable per-

formance while reducing the computational cost, binary coding

[13] and the GA are used to evolve the architecture of the model,

instead of integer/float number coding [10] . For each convolutional

layer, we assign a binary string to “gate” the input, which is a con-

catenation of the outputs of all the previous convolutional layers.
ence, the search space corresponds to a binary string represent-

ng the structure of the model. For each bit, “1” and “0” means

he associated feature can “pass” into the layer or not. Each bit of

he string can represent either a single channel or multiple chan-

els of the input feature map. Here we propose two binary coding

ethods, i.e. Channel coding and Layer coding. 

.2.1. Channel coding 

In channel coding, each bit represents only one channel of the

oncatenated feature map. Therefore, for a three-convolutional-

ayer block with the number of initial input channels of N init and

 growth rate of G , the length of the strings for all three layers

re N init , N init + G and N init + 2 G, respectively. Thus, the length of

he string of the block is 3 N init + 3 G . As such, the length of binary

tring L for a single block is 

 channel = (N init + G ) + (N init + 2 G ) + · · · + (N init + (C − 1) G ) 

= C × N init + 

C(C − 1) 

2 

G (1)

here C is the number of convolutional layers in the block. 

In channel coding, the model can be more flexible than the

lain DenseNet for training as it can fit a densely connected struc-

ure with an arbitrary number of layers and an arbitrary number of

lters in each layer if G is small enough and N init is large enough.

n example is illustrated in Fig. 2 . Assume a single CNN block has

 layers (labelled as “0”, “1”, and “2”) with a growth rate of 3, a

hannel coding string to represent the input (from the layer “0”

nd layer “1”) of the last convolutional layer (layer “2”) will be

101-011 ”. 

.2.2. Layer coding 

Channel coding works well when the scale of the model is

mall. When the number of the layers and the growth rate are

arge, the length of the string for the whole model becomes very

ong and difficult to train. For a model with N init = 24 , C = 12 and

 = 12 , when the number of blocks is 3 ( N = 3 ), the length of the

inary string for the first block, calculated from Eq. (1) , will be

080. An effective way to reduce the length of the binary string

s “bit-sharing”, which is referred to as “Layer coding” in this pa-

er. In layer coding, each bit represents the status of the channels

rom the same convolutional layer. The length of the layer coding

an be determined by 

 layer = 1 + (1 + 1) + (1 + 2) + · · · + (1 + (C − 1)) 

= 

C(C + 1) 

2 

, (2)

here C is the number of convolutional layers in the block. 

The layer coding above can significantly reduce the training dif-

culty, however, it only fits to a model whose layer depth is the

agnitude of the growth rate (ignoring the initial filter size). Tak-

ng the same model in Fig. 2 for example, if we apply layer coding

o the third layer, the length will become only 1/3 of the channel

oding if represented as “0-1 ”. 

Although channel coding is more flexible, the length of its

tring is limited by the fixed growth rate and will increase the

raining difficulty under limited training steps. On the other hand,

he model generated by layer coding can support arbitrary growth

ates according to the scale of the dataset. Experimental results in

ection 4 indicate that channel coding leads to slightly higher ac-

uracy than the layer coding on the MNIST dataset but performs

orse when transferred to the CIFAR-10 dataset. Thus, to balance

he computational cost and the accuracy, we will apply the layer

oding method to code our model. 
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Fig. 2. An example to show how the channel coding (a) and the layer coding (b) filter the input of a convolutional layer: The layer has two preceding layers with G = 3 . 

Features from layers 1–2 are highlighted by orange and green, respectively. A channel coding string to represent the input (from the layers 1–2) of the last convolutional 

layer (layer 3), calculated using Eq. (1) , will be “101-011 ”. For the channel coding, the length of this binary string is 6, where each bit represents a single channel of the 

input. While for layer coding, each bit represents channels from a layer. Therefore, the binary string is represented as “0-1 ” in Eq. (2) . Compared with channel coding, the 

length of layer coding will reduce to only 1/3. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 

Algorithm 1. A Python style pseudocode of the genetic process in our pro- 

posed method. The corresponding flowchart is shown in Figure 3 . 
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.3. GA-based structure evolution 

The genetic process for evolving the architecture of the model

s given in Algorithm 1 . In the Weight initialization step, after pre-

raining the baseline model, weights will be initialized using the

alues derived from the baseline model as detailed in Section 3.4 .

s the possible values of each bit in the binary string are ’0’ and

1’, we randomly initialize each bit using the Bernoulli distribu-

ion with a probability of 0.5, i.e. B(0.5). The fitness value for each

individual” in the first generation is the classification accuracy of

he model on the validation dataset D after fine-tuning of training.

he number of individuals, i.e. “population size” I , in the first gen-

ration will remain the same during the following iterations. The

volving process will conduct T generations. Following the sugges-

ions in [13] , we assign three evolutionary operations to evolve the

rchitecture of the model: selection, crossover and mutation. 
For the selection operation, we use tournament selection [31] as

t is commonly used in similar applications [10,13] . After that, in

he crossover part, bits from different individuals but at the same

osition in the string are randomly “swapped”. The probability of

rossover for each pair is P C and the probability of crossover of a

it is denoted as Pb C . During crossover, the structures of a pair are

odified simultaneously, and we conduct mutation to bring more

ariance to the structure. The probability of mutation for each pair

s P M 

and the probability of mutation of a bit is Pb M 

. To avoid over-

tting, we automatically flip the first and the last bits to “1” rather

han discarding the layer as did in [10,13] . Experimental results in

10] indicates that, without this constraint, the model generated

n the CIFAR-10 has fewer layers. However, when applying on the

IFAR-100 dataset, the generated structure becomes suboptimal. As

 result, the number of layers should not be stabilized during the

volution process. 

.4. Pretrained weight-inheritance based individual training strategy 

After the structure evolution, some “individuals” need to be re-

rained to determine the fitness value. Using the approach, which

s partially trained from scratch [30] , is hard to converge the

eights to the global optimal, causing underestimation or overesti-

ation of the model. Meanwhile, the fully trained method [13] has

n extremely high computational cost and takes too long to con-

erge. In the original weight inheritance from partially training

ethod [10,30] , weights inherit their values from the last update

nd are reused during the training instead of initializing from

cratch, generating a well-performed model structure. The origi-

al weight inheritance method [10] guarantees that reused weights

re actually fully trained, without being constrained by the limited

raining steps of each generation. However, this strategy assumes

hat the model takes the residual structure as the baseline with-

ut implementing a concatenation operation. In a residual struc-

ure, the output can be interpreted by 

 n +1 = F (X n ) n + X n , (3)

here X n is the input of the n th layer, F ( ∗) n is the convolution oper-

tion of layer n which may contain two convolution sublayers with

 batch normalization and ReLU connected after each of those [7] ,

r three convolutional sublayers known as the “bottleneck” struc-

ure [7] . In a densely connected structure, the output can be given
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Fig. 3. Flowchart of the architecture optimization process using genetic algorithm. The number of layers in this example is 3. As a result, the length of genotype, encoded 

using layer coding, is 6. Bits presenting different layers are sequentially separated by “-”. Take the network encoded with “1-10-111” for example, the first two layers use the 

initial feature map as the input; both the initial feature maps and the outputs of the first two layers are used as the input for the third layer. The genetic algorithm consists 

of three operators: tournament selection ( S = 3 ), crossover and mutation. Bits updated by crossover and mutation are highlighted by bold in the figure. At the end of the 

process, the architecture with the best performance is chosen as the final output. 
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X n +1 = F ([ X n , X n −1 , . . . , X 1 ]) n , (4)

where [ X n , X n −1 , . . . , X 1 ] is the concatenated inputs from all former

layers of the layer n . 

As seen in ResNet, the convolutional operation minimizes the

residual error between the input and the output, hence its mag-

nitude is usually very small. As suggested in Veit et al. [9] , the

performance of the ResNet will not be significantly affected when

removing several layers. Thus, the modification of the weights in a

layer only slightly affects the outputs of the following layers and

can be easily fine-tuned by a few training steps. However, in a

densely connected structure, the output of a layer will be con-

nected as part of the input to all the following layers, which has

a direct effect on. The modification of a layer in a densely con-

nected structure will strongly affect the structure of the model,

leading to possible oscillation of the optimization process. Exper-

imental results in Section 4 shows that the performance of the

densely-connected model trained using the original weight inher-

itance strategy is almost equivalent to that trained from scratch.

The fitness values of individuals oscillate with a small margin be-

tween generations. On the other hand, the original weight inher-

itance method must record all the latest trained variables regard-

less of whether they will be reused or not, which is flexible for

models without a predefined framework. However, in our training

pipeline, the total number of variables is fixed, and the framework

is predefined. Recalling the weights and reformatting the structure

each time when the training starts is inefficient and unnecessary. 

To tackle this issue, we propose a pretrained weight inheritance

strategy to train each “individual”. Before the evolutionary proce-

dure starts, we first set all bits on the genotype string to one as

the baseline and fully train the baseline. The length of the model is

fixed, and its growth rate remains the same during the procedure,

the structure of which is the same as the plain DenseNet. When

the evolutionary procedure starts, the weights from each “individ-

ual” will be initialized using the values from the well-trained base-

line instead of from scratch. Each “individual” will be fine-tuned

for several epochs to optimize the fitness value, i.e. each “individ-

ual” is partially trained. All fine-tuned weights will not be inher-

ited by the next generation, and the weights of the next genera-

tion will be initialized using the values from the baseline as well.

To achieve this, during the fine-tuning procedure, the binary string

will be partitioned back onto each layer (when conducting evolu-

tionary steps, binary strings from different layers are concatenated
ogether as discussed in Section 3.2.2 ) and act as a binary mask for

ach channel of the input. 

For each filter, the forward-propagation process and the back-

ropagation process are mathematically interpreted as follows: 

orward : 

 

m 

n +1 = 

∑ D 
i =1 bin i × F (X i , K 

m 

i 
) n 

= 

{ ∑ D 
i =1 F (X i , K 

m 

i ) n , i f bin i = 1 

0 , i f bin i = 0 

;
(5)

ackward : 
∂Loss 
∂K m 

i 

= 

∂Loss 
∂X n +1 

× ∂X n +1 

∂K m 
i 

= 

∂Loss 
∂X n +1 

× bin i × ∂F (X i , K 

m 

i 
) n 

= 

{ ∂Loss 
∂X n +1 

× ∂F (X i , K 

m 

i 
) n , i f bin i = 1 

0 , i f bin i = 0 

;

(6)

here X m 

n +1 
denotes the m th channel of the input for the (n + 1) th 

ayer; D is the depth of the input X; bin i denotes the binary bit

f the i th channel of X (channels generated by the same layer will

ave the same bit value, as described in Section 3.2.2 ); K 

m 

i denotes

he m th channel of the kernel and F ( ∗) n denotes the convolutional

peration of the layer n . 

Let the size of the input X of a layer be 32 × 32 × 3, it can be

enerated by three convolutional layers beforehand, and the size of

he baseline kernel (denoted as K ) of the layer is 3 × 3 × 3 × 24.

he length of the corresponding binary string will be 3. If the

tring is “1 − 1 − 0 ”, it is obvious that the first two channels of

ach filter can be trained using the back-propagation algorithm.

owever, the last channel of each filter is excluded from both the

orward propagation and the backpropagation as its input is an all-

ero feature map. 

. Experimental results and discussions 

.1. Datasets and pre-processing 

.1.1. MNIST 

The MNIST [3] is a handwritten digit dataset for recognition

asks of digits from 0 to 9, which contains 60,0 0 0 images for train-

ng and 10,0 0 0 for testing. As the number of the epochs for fully

raining is small, we do not split a validation dataset during the

raining. We do not apply any data augmentation or pre-processing
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Fig. 4. Test accuracy (%) of the model on the MNIST dataset using the two coding 

methods. The genetic process conducts 30 generations for both methods separately 

and records the maximum, minimum and average test accuracy of each generation. 

It is obvious to see that the results trained using channel coding method (denoted 

by dash red) outperforms the layer coding method-based training (denoted by dash 

blue) by 0.13% . (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, 

the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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uring the training of this dataset in order to reproduce consistent

onditions to other approaches. 

.1.2. CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100 

The CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100 datasets [18] contain colored natu-

al images in 10 classes and 100 classes, respectively. Both datasets

ave 50,0 0 0 images for training and 10,0 0 0 for testing, and each

mage has 32 × 32 pixels. We split 50 0 0 images from the 50,0 0 0

raining images as a validation dataset and keep the remaining

5,0 0 0 images for training. The data augmentation method for the

wo CIFAR datasets is the same as used in [7,8,32] , where 4 pix-

ls are padded on each side of the original image or its horizontal

ip. A 32 × 32 image is cropped randomly from the padded im-

ge. When testing, the input images remain the same as the orig-

nal without padding and randomly cropping. For pre-processing,

ixel-based normalization is used to normalize the image using

he channel means and the channel standard deviations. For a fair

omparison with other methods [8,13,17,30] , we use the CIFAR-10

raining dataset as the reference dataset (in the genetic process)

o generate the structure of model and the benchmark dataset (in

he model evaluation process). After that, we fix the structure and

se the CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100 datasets as benchmark datasets

o evaluate the performance of the learned model as in [8,25,32] .

or the CIFAR-10 dataset, we do not train the model on the valida-

ion dataset when it acts as a reference dataset. When it acts as a

enchmark dataset, we train our model on the validation dataset

nly at the final epoch as in [8] . 

.1.3. Street view house numbers (SVHN) 

Similar to the CIFAR-10 dataset, the SVHN dataset [33] is also

n image dataset of 0 − 9 digits with a size of 32 × 32 pixels each.

n addition to 73,257 training images and 26,032 testing images,

here are 531,131 images for extra training. We only use the SVHN

ataset as the benchmark dataset. For a fair comparison with other

odels, we do not apply any data augmentation step and train

he model using all images from the training dataset and the ex-

ra training dataset except for 60 0 0 images used as a validation

ataset as did in [8,25] . We only normalize the range of the im-

ges from [0, 255] to [0, 1] as data pre-processing [8,34] . We load

he weights of the model with the lowest validation error during

raining and evaluate it on the test dataset. 

.1.4. ImageNet 

The ILSVRC 2012 classification dataset [5] is a large-scale image

ataset. which consists of 1.2 million training images and 50,0 0 0

alidation images, uniformly distributed in 10 0 0 classes. We adopt

he augmentation method as used in [7,8] , where the per-pixel nor-

alized image is resized without modifying the width / height ra-

io as scale augmentation. A 224 × 224 sub-image is randomly

ropped from the scaled image or its horizontal flip with color

ugmentation. We only apply the data augmentation during train-

ng. As most of methods evaluate their results on the validation set

6–8,15,35,36] , we also test our model on the validation set in the

ame way, and report the single-crop classification errors. 

.2. Channel coding vs layer coding 

To fairly compare the performances between the channel cod-

ng and the layer coding methods, we generate the structure of the

odel using the MNIST dataset and evaluate the results on both

he MNIST and CIFAR10 datasets. We assign 3 blocks in the model,

.e. N = 3 , and 8 convolutional layers without a bottleneck struc-

ure in each block. The number of outputs of each convolutional

ayer is 8, i.e. G = 8 . The depth of the input image is expanded

o 16 using a 3-by-3 convolutional layer before entering the first

lock. The model is completed with a global average pooling, a
0-output fully-connected layer, and the softmax output. As the

NIST is easy to train, we did not apply any weight inheritance

trategy, and every individual is fully trained from scratch. 

.2.1. Training implementation 

We use a weight decay of 0.0 0 01 and optimize the model us-

ng Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) with a momentum of 0.9.

eights are initialized by using the method in [8] . These models

re trained with a batch size of 64 on a single GTX1080Ti GPU,

here each “individual” is trained by 20 epochs on the MNIST

ataset. We start with a learning rate of 0.1, then divide it by 10

t 5 epochs, 10 epochs and 15 epochs. When the generated archi-

ecture of the model is transferred to the CIFAR-10 dataset, we fix

he structure and fully train the model from scratch. Following the

ettings on [8] , the model is trained by 300 epochs on the CIFAR10

ataset and the learning rate is initialized as 0.1, divided by 10 at

50 and 225 epochs with the same weight decay and batch size as

sed on the MNIST dataset. 

.2.2. Genetic hyperparameters 

Following the parameter setting used in [10,13] , we set the pop-

lation size as I = 20 and the number of generations T = 30 . The

ample size of tournament selection is S = 3 . The probability of the

air-wise crossover and the bit-wise crossover for each “individual”

re P C = 0 . 2 and P b C = 0 . 2 , respectively. The probability of the indi-

idual mutation and the bit mutation are P M 

= 0 . 8 and P b M 

= 0 . 05 ,

espectively. It takes about 3.2 GPU days to conduct each genetic

rocess, and the experimental results are given in Fig. 4 . 

A similar setting for the number of generations and the popu-

ation size can be found in [10] and [13] . In [13] , the number of

opulation is 20 and the number of generations is 50. The gener-

ted model has no specific gains after 30 generations. In [10] , the

ethod with a population size of 2 has the best result at an early

tage. For our model, when the number of generations is set to

0, the best model is found from the 24th generation as shown in

ig. 5 . 

This is because: 1). Both MNIST and CIFAR are small datasets,

or which it is easy to find the optimal models; 2). Compared with

anually designed models such as the DenseNet and ResNet with

ver 100 layers, the model sizes of self-structure generation from
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Fig. 5. Test accuracy (%) of the model on the CIFAR-10 dataset using our training 

pipeline given in Section 3 with the genetic process conducted over 30 generations. 

We denote the baseline ( Generation 0: 90.2% ) using the red dash line and high- 

light the key generation IDs using a black box. With the performance comparable to 

the baseline at Generation 10 ( 90.2% ), the model outperforms the baseline starting 

from Generation 20 ( 90.5% ) and achieves the best among all individuals at Gener- 

ation 24 ( 90.8% ). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, 

the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 

Table 1 

Relationship between the Number of Generation and the Test Accu- 

racy on CIFAR-10. 

Test accuracy of the fully trained best structure(%) 

#Generations Channel coding Layer coding 

10 90.40 90.30 

20 90.87 91.10 

30 91.23 92.63 

50 92.69 92.60 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 6. Comparison of test accuracy on the CIFAR-10 dataset using the original (blue 

line) and our (red line) weight inheritance methods. (For interpretation of the ref- 

erences to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of 

this article.) 
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[10,13] and our proposed approach are relatively small, i.e. around

20–30. 

We fully train the model with the best structure on the CIFAR-

10 dataset, where an accuracy of 88.3% and 92.3% are achieved

from the channel-coding based model and layer-coding based

model, respectively. When tested on the reference dataset (MNIST),

channel coding slightly outperforms layer coding but underper-

forms the layer coding by a large margin on transfer learning. We

also conduct a similar experiment on the CIFAR-10 dataset for both

methods, and the results are shown in Table 1 . It turns out that

the channel coding method requires 66% more generations than

the layer coding to reach the same test accuracy ( 92.6% ). 

In summary, the channel coding method is capable of generat-

ing a more competitive model than the layer coding as long as the

number of generations is sufficiently large, while layer coding per-

forms better at transfer learning. To balance the training cost and

the performance of transfer learning, layer coding is applied in all

the following experiments . 

4.3. Weight inheritance methods 

In this section, we compare the difference between the original

weight inheritance in [10] and our proposed pretrained weight in-

heritance strategy. We use the layer coding method to derive the

architecture of the model during the genetic process. The baseline

structure of the model is the same as discussed in Section 4.2 with

the same weight decay. We use the CIFAR-10 dataset as the ref-

erence dataset D and implement the Adam optimizer [37] in a

weighted training pipeline. For the original method, each “indi-

vidual” is trained around 30 epochs with a fixed learning rate of
.01 and evaluated on the validation dataset. After the evolution-

ry steps, each model inherits the weights trained from the last

eneration. For our pretrained weight inheritance method, we first

ully train the model with all bits set to 1 in the binary string un-

er the same learning rate fixed at 0.01, which makes it similar to

he DenseNet. All weights are stored in a “checkpoint model”. Dur-

ng the fine-tuning procedure, each “individual” is trained for 30

pochs, which is the same as the original method. We also divide

he learning rate by 10, i.e. 0.001, to avoid the weights oscillating

etween the local minima and the global minima. The genetic hy-

erparameters are the same as in Section 4.2 except that the num-

er of generations is reduced to 10, i.e. T = 10 . Each of the genetic

raining procedure takes about 3.2 days on a single GTX1080Ti. 

Experimental results are summarized in Fig. 6 . As seen, the in-

rement of the test accuracy from the validation dataset is insignif-

cant during the training process when using the original weights

nheritance method in [10] . The weights of the model can inherit

ery limited information of the last generation. The reason be-

ind is the structural difference of the models, where the origi-

al weight inheritance method is designed for the residual struc-

ure while our model is for the densely connected structures. In

ddition, our pretrained weight inheritance method is more ef-

cient. The weights can therefore inherit more information from

he last generation using our method, and the model can even

each the same test accuracy as the baseline. The experiments in

ection 4.4 indicate that if the model is evolved by more genera-

ions, the self-structure-generating model can even outperform the

aseline but using fewer parameters. 

.4. Generating the model architecture on the CIFAR-10 dataset 

In the previous two sections, we discussed the coding methods

nd the individual weight optimization strategies. In this section

e will detail the final training pipeline of the proposed GA based

elf-generating structure method. Following the work in [10,12,13] ,

e assign the CIFAR-10 dataset as the reference dataset D. For the

aseline design, we slightly upscale the number of layers of the

odel for transfer learning on different scales of the datasets while

ownscaling the number of the growth rate to improve the train-

ng speed. As a result, we assign 10 convolutional layers in each

lock without the bottleneck structure and set the growth rate to

 = 4 . Thus, the total length of the binary string is 162. The depth
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Table 2 

Architecture of the Model. 

Block Layer ID Output points to 

1 0 1, 2, 3, 6, 8, 9 

1 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 9, 10 

2 6, 8, 9 

3 5, 6, 8, 9 

4 6, 8, 10 

5 8, 9, 10 

6 10 

7 10 

8 –

9 –

Transition 1 

2 0 1, 2, 6, 7, 8, 10 

1 2, 5, 6, 9 

2 –

3 7 

4 7, 10 

5 6, 9, 10 

6 7, 9 

7 –

8 –

9 –

Transition 2 

3 0 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 

1 4, 7 

2 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10 

3 5, 7, 9, 10 

4 5, 6, 7 

5 6, 10 

6 7 

7 –

8 9 

9 10 

Global Average Pooling 

FC-Softmax 
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Fig. 7. Visualization of the first block. Each numbered circle denotes a convolutional 

layer. Connections between layers are expressed by color arrows. “Conv1” denotes 

the first convolutional layer before the first block. (For interpretation of the refer- 

ences to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this 

article.) 
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f the initial feature map is 32. Other settings are the same as

hat in the per-training weight inheritance strategy as discussed

n Section 4.3 . 

Evolutionary results of each generation are presented in Fig. 5 ,

here the test accuracy of the baseline is 90.23%. After 10 genera-

ions, our derived model reaches a similar accuracy as the baseline.

fter 20 generations, our model outperforms the baseline, achiev-

ng an accuracy of 90.8% on the validation dataset at the 24th gen-

ration. Individuals in the later generations perform worse than

he former generations due to the high individual mutation rate

 M 

. A high mutation rate brings benefits of generating a high-

erformance model but fails to guarantee the mutation variance.

e display the details of the best individual in Table 2 , which sum-

arizes the structure of the model and layer connections in each

lock. The model generated using the GA consists of three blocks

ith 10 convolutional layers in each block. At the end of the first

wo blocks, a transition layer is connected to fuse the feature map.

he third block consists of a global average pooling layer and a

ully connected layer to make the final prediction. Layer id “0” in-

icates the input of the block and the “Output points to” column

enotes the layers to which the output of the current layer will be

ed. “-” means that the output of the current layer will only be fed

o the transition layer. As the output of the last convolutional layer

an only be fed to the transition layer, we omit the last layer in

he table. 

Due to limited page space, we only present the first block, i.e.

he most densely connected one in Fig. 7 . As seen, the connection

ath of the model is sparser than the baseline (DenseNet). The fea-

ure maps from the first three layers are frequently reused in each

lock, and the reuse frequency of each layer’s output is reduced

ith the increasing layer id. This validates the importance of the
hallow feature map in the final classification. This phenomenon is

lso found in many manually designed CNN models [7,8] . 

.5. Effect of GA 

In this subsection, an ablation study is conducted to verify

he effect of the evolutionary operators, i.e. tournament selection,

rossover and mutation by respectively disabling these three oper-

tors individually. When the tournament selection is disabled, the

echanism will randomly select samples from the parent genera-

ion as suggested in large-scale evolution [10] and the experimen-

al results are reported in Fig. 8 (a). As seen, with the disabled

ournament selection, the best mean accuracy of generations is

ecreased by 0.65%, because the sub-optimal models are not ex-

luded at an early stage. The similar finding is also reported in

10,38] , where the overall performance degrades when the tourna-

ent selection is skipped. When the crossover is disabled, the pro-

osed model is still able to achieve a comparable accuracy, how-

ver, with more generations being searched. This indicates that the

rossover brings benefits of reducing the searching cost for effi-

iency. Without the mutation method, the classification accuracy

rops by 0.22%, due to limited exploration of the architecture, i.e.

ariety of the generated model space. Moreover, we notice that

he mean accuracy of the generation is found decreasing, when all

hree operators are disabled. We deduce that this is caused by the

eduction of generation variety, because the well-performed indi-

iduals may be randomly discarded during random selection. This

urther validates the effectiveness of mutation. 

As shown in some previous works [10,13,38] , the performance

f these searching methods is insensitive to the population size,

he crossover rate and the probability of crossover in terms of each

it ( Pb C ). As a different mutation operation is applied in this paper,

e specifically investigate the impact of the mutation rate ( Pb )
M 
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Fig. 8. Ablation studies of evolutionary operators (a) and the probability of mutation in terms of each bit ( Pb M ). The best performance with respect to each test is highlighted 

by dot, with the corresponding value shown in the legend. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 9. The number of parameters (M) and the corresponding test accuracy (%) of 

each model on the CIFAR-10 dataset. Our models are labelled using large squares, 

while the baseline models are marked as large triangular. Other models are denoted 

by dots. 
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to our proposed method below. We vary the Pb M 

and keep other

evolutionary hyperparameters the same, and the results are shown

in Fig. 8 (b). At first, the mean accuracy drops as the mutation

rate increases. When the mutation rate exceeds 0.5, however, the

mean accuracy starts to increase. Specifically, when Pb M 

< 0.1, the

maximum decrease is only 0.03, which verifies that the proposed

method is insensitive to the mutation rate, especially when it is

below 0.1. Across this ablation study, it takes more than 20 GPU

days to search on a single evolutionary hyperparameter, which is

not computational efficiency. One future work is to further improve

the efficiency of the evolutionary hyperparameter searching. 

4.6. Classification test on multiple datasets 

With the selected best structure, we also test it on multiple

benchmark datasets. Apart from structure with a the single con-

volutional layer, we also consider the “bottleneck” structure in our

model, where the number of layers is either 34 (without bottle-

neck) or 64 (with bottleneck). We denote our genetically gener-

ated densely connected model as “GADNet” for the non-bottleneck

structure and “GADNet-BC” for the bottleneck structure. We will

compare our results with other manually designed models, espe-

cially the variance of the ResNet and the DenseNet, as well as some

self-structure-generating approaches. 

4.6.1. Test on the CIFAR-10, CIFAR-100 and SVHN datasets 

Experimental results, shown in Table 3 , indicate that our model

has advantages over manually designed and other self-structure-

generating models in terms of the accuracy, transfer capability, pa-

rameter saving and efficiency of feature reuse as explained below. 

Accuracy . Our best model with 64 layers only lags the state-of-

the-art method (DenseNet, L = 169, G = 40) by no more than 0.6%

on the CIFAR-10 and SVHN datasets and no more than 2% on the

CIFAR-100 dataset. This is due to the large margin of the length be-

tween models (169 layers for the best DenseNet, which is 2.6 times

longer than our model), as our model surpasses the baseline by a

slight margin. It is conceivable that our model can reach a more

comparable result by extending the length of the model. Apart

from the DenseNet, our results on the CIFAR-10 dataset surpass

the FractalNet with drop-path regularization [32] and wide ResNet

by 15% and 5% lower of accuracy, respectively. On the CIFAR-100

and SVHN datasets, our model produces similar results to the wide

ResNet. 
Transfer capability . Most of the self-structure-generating meth-

ds cannot generate robust models that can yield comparable re-

ults on different recognition tasks or different scales of tasks, i.e.

oor transfer capability. Large scale evolution methods [10] and

eNet [13] can generate comparable results in multiple datasets

ut still lag the manually designed methods by a small margin.

owever, our proposed method has outperformed most of the

anually designed models and can be easily implemented on dif-

erent tasks. The experiments described in Section 4.6.2 have also

alidated that our model has a high flexibility and can cope with a

arge-scale dataset such as the ImageNet. 

Saving of parameters and computational cost . We plot the

elationship between the number of the parameters and the test

ccuracy on the CIFAR-10 dataset in Fig. 9 . As seen, our method

utperforms state-of-the-art manually designed models, while us-

ng significantly fewer parameters and less computation time to

chieve the comparable results. When comparing the parameter

equirement with the densely connection and the genetic connec-

ion, they show a similar trend. For instance, our best model lags
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Table 3 

Evaluation Results on Multiple Datasets. 

Model #Params (M) #Layers C10 C100 SVHN 

Manually designed methods 

FractalNet [32] 38.6 21 4.60 23.73 1.87 

ResNet by [25] 1.7 110 6.41 27.22 2.01 

with Stochastic Depth 1.7 110 5.23 24.58 1.75 

Wide ResNet [34] 36.5 28 4.17 20.50 –

With Drouput 2.7 16 – – 1.64 

DenseNet [8] 1.0 40 5.24 24.42 1.79 

DenseNet (K = 12) 4.0 100 4.10 20.20 1.67 

DenseNet (K = 24) 27.2 100 3.74 19.25 1.59 

DenseNet-BC (K = 40) 25.6 190 3.46 17.18 –

Evolutionary algorithm methods 

Large-scale Evolution-C10 [10] 5.4 – 5.40 – –

Large-scale Evolution-C100 40.4 – – 23.00 –

CGP-CNN [27] 3.9 – 23.48 – –

CGP-CNN (ResSet) 0.8 – 23.47 – –

GeNet#1 [13] – 12 7.19 29.03 1.99 

GeNet#2 – 12 7.10 29.05 1.97 

Our methods 

GADNet (G = 12) ∗ 0.7 34 6.03 26.00 1.81 

GADNet (G = 12) 0.6 34 5.71 25.50 1.74 

GADNet (G = 32) ∗ 4.8 34 4.39 21.83 1.65 

GADNet (G = 32) 3.9 34 4.35 21.10 1.61 

GADNet-BC (G = 32) ∗ 2.4 64 4.06 21.00 1.71 

GADNet-BC (G = 32) 2.0 64 4.02 20.50 1.70 

(“∗” indicates the baseline of the model). 

Fig. 10. Comparison of the evaluation times (S) of our method (marked by squares) 

and the DenseNet (labelled by triangles). Evaluation times are measured on the 

CIFAR-10 test dataset, where only forward propagation is conducted. We run all 

models on a single GTX1080ti during the time measurement. 
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he best DenseNet by 0.5% but with 92.2% fewer parameters. As

he number of FLOPs (floating point operations) required is in pro-

ortion to the number of parameters, models generated using the

As can, as a result, significantly reduce the computational cost,

hile achieving comparable classification accuracy. We also mea-

ure the evaluation times (forward propagation only) on the CIFAR-

0 dataset for both the DenseNet and our method, as shown in

ig. 10 . As seen, under a similar test accuracy, our method only re-

uires 1/3 of the computational time than the DenseNet. Compared

ith the best model of DenseNet, i.e. DenseNet-BC190 (K = 40), our

odel GADNet-BC64(G = 32) lags 0.5% on accuracy but improves

he evaluation speed by about 6 times, directly benefitting from

he fewer parameters of the model. 

High efficiency of reused features . Following the measurement

ethod in [8] , we measure the efficiency of reused features in each

onvolutional layer using the absolute average weights of the in-

ut channels. A higher value in the layer l whose input is from the

ayer s denotes that the feature map from the layer s is strongly
sed in layer l . In Fig. 11 , we plot the heat maps of a 34-layer

odel using both densely connected (baseline, shown in ( 11 a))

nd the genetic connected (our method, shown in ( 11 b)) methods.

ompared with the densely connected method, our method main-

ains almost all the strong features whilst discarding the weakly

sed features from the input of each convolutional layer. This has

ndicated that the GA improves the efficiency of feature reuse sig-

ificantly. There are also few “cold zones” in the heat map of our

ethod, possibly due to the hyperparameter settings of the GA,

hich is left for future investigation. 

.6.2. Test on large-scale dataset of the imagenet 

We also evaluate our model on the ImageNet by upscaling its

epth and width. As the size of the images in ImageNet is far

arger than the CIFAR and SVHN datasets, we down sample the fea-

ure maps of the model as in [4,6–8,13] by connecting a densely

onnected block with 6 bottleneck layers [8] at the input end of

ur model. As a result, the first block is densely connected and

he following three are genetically connected. We assign differ-

nt growth rates in each block, which are 32, 32, 64 and 128

or each of the four blocks, respectively. Experimental results are

iven in Table 4 . As seen, our genetic connection model, denoted

s “GADNet-expand”, can yield comparable results to manually

esigned methods as well as other self-structure-generating ap-

roaches. This has validated that our model is robust even with the

cale variance, while most of the self-generating structure methods

ay fail on large scale classification tasks such as ImageNet. 

As shown in Table 4 , the proposed method has remarkably

educed the floating-point operations per second (FLOPs), when

ompared with state-of-the-art methods. However, as presented in

20] , the computational cost from the ordinary convolution layer

s still too large for mobile and embedded vision applications. To

alidate the performance for those resource-constrained environ-

ents, following the works in [15,20,36,39] , we replace the con-

olution layers in the proposed GADNet by separable convolution

ayers (with a bottleneck structure), which is verified as a low-cost

peration [20] . Meanwhile, we discard the last 5 layers for each

A-searched block to further reduce the computational cost. We

enote the low-cost implementation of the proposed method as

GADNet-mobile”. As a result, the number of parameters is further
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Fig. 11. The average absolute filter weights of convolutional layers in (a) DenseNet34 (G = 12) and (b) GADNet34 (G = 12), trained on the CIFAR-10 dataset. The color patch 

( s, t ) denotes the average L1 normalized (by number of input depth) weights in the layer “t” which takes input from the layer “s” in the same block. The last column of each 

block denotes the transition layer for the first two blocks and the fully connected layer for the last block respectively. (For interpretation of the references to color in this 

figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 

Table 4 

Validation Error Rate on ImageNet. 

Model #Params (M) FLOPs (G) Top-1 Err. Top-5 Err. 

State-of-the-art methods 

AlexNet [4] 60 0.77 43.45 20.91 

VGG-19 [6] 144 19.77 27.62 9.12 

ResNet-18 [7] 11.7 1.82 30.24 10.92 

ResNet-34 [7] 21.8 3.68 26.70 8.58 

ResNet-152 [7] 60.2 11.61 21.69 5.94 

DenseNet-121 [8] 7.2 2.90 25.35 7.83 

DenseNet-169 [8] 13.0 3.44 24.00 7.00 

Manually designed light-weight methods 

SqueezeNet [19] 1.2 0.35 41.80 19.30 

MobileNet v2 [20] 3.4 0.30 28.12 9.71 

ShuffleNet v2 [21] 2.3 0.15 30.64 11.68 

Self-structure-generating methods 

NASNet-A (4@1056) [39] 5.3 0.56 26.0 8.4 

GeNet [13] 30.6 – 27.87 9.74 

LEMONADE [36] 6.0 0.60 28.3 9.6 

SNAS [29] 4.3 0.52 27.3 9.2 

DARTS [15] 4.7 0.57 26.7 8.7 

FBNet-C [28] 5.5 0.37 25.1 –

MnasNet-A3 [14] 5.2 0.43 24.3 6.7 

AmoebaNet-A3 [35] 469 104.00 17.1 3.4 

Proposed methods 

GADNet-expand 5.0 2.70 27.35 8.91 

GADNet-mobile 4.3 0.42 28.03 9.51 
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Table 5 

Searching cost of NAS and the proposed method. 

Model #Params (M) Searching Cost (GPU days) C10 Err. (%) 

NAS methods 

MetaQNN [11] – 80-100 7.02 

NAS v3 [12] 7.1 – 4.47 

Progressive NAS [40] 3.2 2000 3.63 

NASNet-A [39] 3.3 2000 3.41 

AmoebaNet [35] 3.2 3150 3.34 

SNAS ∗ [29] 2.9 2.7 3.70 

DARTS ∗∗ [15] 3.9 5 2.95 

The Proposed Method 

GADNet-EXT 2.0 3.2 3.34 

GADNet-EXT + 5.3 2.91 

∗ Result is generated using: “https://github.com/xdhhh/Stochastic _ neural _ architecture _ search ”. 
∗∗Result is generated using the official code: “https://github.com/quark0/darts ”. 
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1 http://www.jmlr.org/papers/v9/gomez08a.html . 
2 https://www.nature.com/articles/s42256- 018- 0 0 06-z . 
3 https://dl.acm.org/doi/abs/10.1145/3205651.3208763 . 
4 https://dl.acm.org/doi/abs/10.1145/2834892.2834896 . 
5 https://dl.acm.org/doi/abs/10.1145/3071178.3071208 . 
educed by 14%, whilst the FLOPs have been significantly reduced

y 84%. Meanwhile, the top-1 error is only slightly degraded from

7.35% to 28.03%. 

We also compared our proposed approach with other manu-

lly designed light-weight models, such as SqueezeNet [19] , Mo-

ileNet v2 [20] and ShuffleNet [21] . With additional 0.07-0.27 mil-

ion FLOPs, the proposed GADNet-mobile leads by 4.37% on aver-

ge. The existing manually designed methods optimize the deep

earning structures by either optimizing the convolutional oper-

tion (MobileNet, ShuffleNet) or connecting additional short-cut

SqueezeNet), which are all local optimization methods. On the

ontrary, our method is a form of global optimization as it opti-

izes the connection routine across the whole network. The re-

ults in Table 4 have clearly validated that the global optimiza-

ion is more efficient than the local optimization. Nevertheless, our

ethod did not optimize the convolutional structure. We deduce

hat a combination of both global and local optimization methods

an further improve the optimization performance, and this will

lso be part of our future work for investigation. 

.6.3. NAS vs. GA 

Specifically, we compare our GA based optimization method

ith Neural Architecture Search (NAS). Most existing NAS meth-

ds [15,29,35,39] report their results based on additional enhance-

ents such as cutout [42] , path dropout [39] and auxiliary tow-

rs [15] . For a fair comparison, we also adopt these enhancements

n the “GADNet-BC (G = 32)”and the enhanced model is denoted

s “GADNet-EXT” in Table 5 . Results in Table 5 indicate that the

odel derived by the proposed method reaches comparable re-

ults as those from NAS, but with fewer parameters. For exam-

le, the proposed method achieves a comparable error rate as the

moebaNet, but with a reduction of 37.5% on parameters. A sim-

lar conclusion can be seen when compared on the ImageNet, as

hown in Table 4 . On the other hand, the proposed method aims

o improve the computational efficiency of the DenseNet, in which

AS is designed for improving the accuracy. We have also com-

ared, as shown in Table 5 , the searching cost required by NAS

nd the proposed GA method. As can be seen, some NAS methods

eed an RNN to optimize the structure of CNN, which naturally

equires more GPUs than GA. Some of the NAS methods even re-

uire more than 10 0 0 GPU days [39,40] , raising the impractical dif-

culty of implementation, particularly in resource-constrained ap-

lications and research labs. Although DARTS outperforms the pro-

osed method by 0.39%, we have significantly reduced the search-

ng cost by at least 36%. As the performance of deep learning mod-

ls is closely related to its scale [6–8] , to validate the robustness

nder a larger scale, we upscale the proposed model by adding 10

ensely connected layers at the end of the third block. At the same

ime, we set the growth rate to 40, which is denoted as “GADNet-

XT+” in Table 5 . The results indicate that by using more layers,
he proposed method can achieve a similar performance as DARTS,

ithout increasing the searching cost. This again has validated the

uperior performance of the proposed method in optimizing the

tructure of the DenseNet. 

On the other hand, NAS based approaches need adaptation and

dditional training for testing on a large dataset such as the Ima-

eNet. In contrast, our proposed method does not need such adap-

ation and additional training when migrating from a small dataset

o larger ones, where the scalability can help to significantly save

he computational cost. 

.6.4. Comparison with other neuroevolution-based methods 

Neuroevolution algorithms have been widely applied in a va-

iety of fields, such as accelerating neural evolution, 1 architecture

esign, 2 improved training, 3 parameter optimization, 4 and hyper-

arameter selection. 5 vvvvv In Table 6 , some typical neuroevolution

ethods for image classification are compared. As can be seen,

he proposed method outperforms most of existing neuroevolution

ethods on the CIFAR-10, except for LEMONADE. The proposed

ADNet lags LEMONADE by 0.33% on the error rate. However,

ur method only consumes 4% of the searching cost as LEMON-

DE does. This has verified that the proposed method can achieve

 promising result with a high searching efficiency. We deduce

his is due to the application of the bit crossover, as well as the

ell-designed search space. As presented in Section 4.5 , the bit

rossover can help to reduce the number of generations, hence

educing the searching cost. Meanwhile, the proposed method

earches the network architectures based on the well performing

anually designed model, which has further reduced the search-

ng cost. 

However, our method still has some limitations. First, it evolves

he structure of the model with a fixed length. Although the com-

utational cost is significantly reduced compared with those with-

ut predefined lengths, the fixed length also constrains the flexi-

ility of the evolution, e.g. when being evaluated under resource-

imited condition, we have to manually assign the number of layers

n each searched block. 

.6.5. Further implementation details 

We set the batch size to 64 for all the datasets (CIFAR, SVHN

nd ImageNet) and train each model using the stochastic gradient

escent (SGD) optimizer with a Nesterov momentum [43] of 0.9

ithout dampening. We fixed the weight decay to 0.0 0 01 on each

https://github.com/xdhhh/Stochastic_neural_architecture_search
https://github.com/quark0/darts
http://www.jmlr.org/papers/v9/gomez08a.html
https://www.nature.com/articles/s42256-018-0006-z
https://dl.acm.org/doi/abs/10.1145/3205651.3208763
https://dl.acm.org/doi/abs/10.1145/2834892.2834896
https://dl.acm.org/doi/abs/10.1145/3071178.3071208
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Table 6 

Comparison with other neuroevolution methods. 

Methods Searching Spaces 

Evolutionary 

Operators 

Searching Cost 

(GPU days) C10 Err. Pros/Cons 

Genetic CNN [13] Layer connections (add.) 1. Fitness 

proportionate 

selection 2. Bit 

crossover 3. Bit 

mutation 

17 7.10 Pros 1. One search for multiple datasets 2. 

Easy to implement 

Cons Constrained performance as the 

network connection only relies on 

addition 

Large-scale evolution 

[10] 

1. Tournament 

selection 2. 

Mutation from 

predefined set 

250 5.40 Pros Both network architecture and the cell 

architectures are optimized 

Cons The large searching space increases 

the searching cost 

CoDeepNEAT [17] 1. Layer connection(add. 

& concat.) 2. Cell 

Structure ∗ (layer type, 

kernel parameters) 3. 

Hyperparameters 

1. Crossover 2. 

Mutation 

- 7.30 Pros Reaching competitive error rate with 

existing ones, while using low 

searching cost (as claimed) 

Cons Fixed network architecture and the 

cell structure at the same time cause 

difficulty of the application on 

large-scale datasets 

Hierarchical 

architecture search 

[38] 

1. Layer connection (add. 

& concat.) 2. Cell 

Structure (layer type) 

1. Tournament 

selection 2. 

Mutation from 

predefined set 

300 3.75 Pros Promising results 

Cons The cell searching with 6 different 

types of layers remarkably increases 

the cost 

Memetic Evolution 

[41] 

1. Layer connections 

(add.) 

1. Crossover 2. 

Gaussian 

mutation 

0.08 27.3 Pros Extremely low searching cost 

Cons 1. Low performance of searched 

model 2. Weights inherited from the 

last generation may be not the best 

architecture but the best-trained 

model. 

LEMONADE [36] 1. Layer connection (add. 

& concat.) 2. Cell 

Structure 

1. Tournament 

selection 2. 

Network 

morphism 

80 2.58 Pros Promising performance on both speed 

and accuracy 

Cons The layer connections searching is 

asynchronous with cell searching, 

causing additional searching cost. 

GADNet (proposed) Layer connection 

(concat.) 

1. Tournament 

selection 2. Bit 

crossover 3. Bit 

mutation 

3.2 2.91 Pros 1. Only one search for multiple 

datasets 2. Low searching costend 

Cons 1. Only the best model is selected. 2. 

The length of the architecture requires 

manual input 

∗ “Cell” refers to the structure of subnet, which may be used by multiples to build the network, e.g. bottleneck is a cell for ResNet. 
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dataset. The learning rate is initialized as 0.1. When training on the

CIFAR and SVHN datasets, the learning rate is divided by 10 on 150

and 225 epochs and the training terminates at 300 epochs. When

training on the ImageNet, the learning rate is divided by 10 on 30

and 60 epochs and the training stops at 90 epochs. When training

on the SVHN dataset, we add a dropout layer as in [8,32,34] and

set the dropout rate to 0.2. All experimental tests on the evaluation

section are conducted using Pytorch [44] . 

5. Conclusion 

We have applied the GA to optimize the structure of the

DenseNet. The GA assigns a binary bit to each channel of the

input to remove the redundant features from the feature map.

We first propose two encoding methods which enable the GA to

evolve the structure of the model. Then we apply a simple but
ffective genetic process containing selection, crossover and mu-

ation. Conventional evaluation methods, in which each “individ-

al” is fully trained, consumes extremely high computational re-

ources and takes a very long time for convergence. Previous work

hat optimizes the individual training by using weight inheritance

etween generations, is restricted by the residual structure. Thus,

n our proposed approach, a pretrained weight inheritance method

an not only reduce the individual training time, but also release

he constraints of the residual structure. Experimental results indi-

ate that our model can reach competitive classification accuracy

nd requires significantly fewer parameters. 

Rather than generating structures from scratch, our method

s built based on predefined constraints, which has significantly

educed the computational cost and is capable of generating a

ell performing structure under limited training resources. When

ested on the CIFAR-10 dataset, our model saves more than 90%
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f the parameters in comparison to the state-of-the-art models.

he comparable results from the ImageNet has validated that the

roposed model is robust in both the variance and the scale of

he classification tasks. At the current stage, we only validate the

roposed approach on CNN. In the future, we will evaluate our

odel using other popular deep learning networks, such as RNN

nd LSTM. 

However, our method still has a few limitations. First, our

ethod evolves the structure of the model with a fixed length,

f which the computational cost is significantly reduced compared

ith those without predefined lengths. However, the fixed length

lso constrains the flexibility of the evolution. Another drawback

s that the searching time on the evolutionary hyperparameters is

till too long, although the searching method is not sensitive to

ost of them, e.g. population size and crossover rate. In the fu-

ure works, we will further optimize the searching pipeline in two

spects, i) Reducing the total searching time by fusing the evolu-

ionary hyperparameters into the searching procedure and ii) Gen-

rating the structure of the model without the predefined length

hile preserving the robustness of the model. 
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Regarding our paper “Structral Optimizing the DenseNet with
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